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Circuit Training: An open-source 
framework for generating chip floor 
plans with distributed deep 
reinforcement learning.

https://github.com/google-research/circuit_training

https://github.com/google-research/circuit_training


Between 1959 to 2012, compute usage roughly 
doubled every two years
Since 2012, the amount of compute used in the 
largest AI training runs doubled every 3.4 months1  
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Fast Chip Design to Keep Up with the Computational Demands of AI

Circuit-Training:
RL for Chip 
Placement

https://blog.openai.com/ai-and-compute/


Partitioning-Based Methods
(e.g. MinCut)

Stochastic/Hill-Climbing Methods
        (e.g. Simulated Annealing)

Analytic Solvers
(e.g. RePlAce, DREAMPlace)

Learning-Based Methods
(e.g. Reinforcement Learning)

Approaches to Chip Placement 
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● Action (a): Placing the current 
node on a grid cell.

● Reward (r): A weighted average 
of total wirelength, density, and 
congestion, after all nodes are 
placed.

● State (s): Embeddings of chip 
netlist and canvas.

Chip Placement with Reinforcement Learning
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Floorplanning 
Environment RL Agent

at ~ π(a|st)

st , rt

RL agent places hundreds of macros one at a time Analytical method 
places stdcells

reward = -(wirelength + congestion + density)



RL tool tried for placement and routing of 37 blocks of 
TPU-v5 chip design

Compared to placement by human experts:

● 26 of 37 blocks better QoR than human experts
● 7 of 37 blocks equal QoR 
● 4 of 37 blocks worse QoR



Offline Training (done ahead of time)

Fine-Tuning (adapting on the fly)

Old 
netlists

Agent
New 

netlist Placements

Online Training

Agent
New 

netlist Placements

Moving Towards Generalized Placements

Before: Training from scratch 
for each chip netlist
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10,000s of iterations

Now: Pre-training the agent on 
multiple netlists and finetuning 
on new netlists

100s of iterations

Final result

Agent Placements

Final result

10,000s of iterations



Open Sourced Circuit-Training: Scalable RL Floor-Planning
● https://github.com/google-research/circuit_training
● Example: RISC-V Ariane block.
● Increasing the number of GPUs results in better final placements.
● Increasing GPUs 1 -> 8 reduces 30% training time to reach a −1.5 return

Grey means unattainable.

https://github.com/google-research/circuit_training


Allow ASIC designers to quickly generate many alternatives with different 
tradeoffs of area, timing, etc.

Quickly re-do layout even if major changes in design upstream (can get 
pretty good estimates of QoR in seconds with zero-shot placement or 
within 1-2 hours with fine-tuning)

Can significantly reduce time/effort needed to develop new ASICs and 
improve quality of the results

Benefits of ML-Based Chip Floorplanning



Thank You
https://github.com/google-research/circuit_training
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